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Основная проблема
Обязательный экзамен по иностранному языку
(2020 год)
Инновационные
образовательные
проекты

как способ формирования
уверенности в своих силах и
настойчивости в овладении ИЯ

как средство подготовки к
ГИА
как средство
формирования
мотивации к
изучению
иностранного языка

Вопросы для интерактивного голосования
Что из нижеперечисленного, на Ваш взгляд, является
залогом сдачи обязательного ЕГЭ по иностранным языкам?
A

обучаемость;

B

лингвистические способности обучающихся;

C

мотивация / настойчивость обучающихся к изучению

иностранного языка;
D

сформированность профессиональной компетентности

учителя иностранного языка;
E

наличие опыта подготовки учащихся к ЕГЭ.

Приоритетные задачи
Повышение уровня профессиональной
компетентности учителя иностранного
языка
Развитие метапредметных и
предметных умений
обучающихся
Осуществление
взаимосвязи
урочной и
внеурочной
деятельности

Развитие мотивации и
настойчивости в
изучении иностранного
языка

условие

Достижение
комплексного
результата

Комплексный результат (ФГОС)

• ценностные
ориентации и
качества
личности

Метапредметные
результаты

• ИКК

• Регулятивные
• Познавательные
• коммуникативные

Предметные
результаты
Личностные
результаты

Комплексный результат
культурная
нравственноответственная

образованная
личность

чувствующая
ответственность
за судьбу своей
родины и ее
процветание

мобильная
готовая и
способная к
сотрудничеству и
диалогу культур

Интернет - проекты
Интернет - проект
«Талант, творчество, дисциплина, успех»
https://sites.google.com/site/talenttd2014
Интернет – проект «Умные вещи»
Интернет - проект
«Второй иностранный язык: условия, цели, проблемы, пути
решения». Конкурс эссе учителей иностранного языка.
http://goncharukolga200.wix.com/proekt2inyaz
Инновационный образовательный проект
«Профессиональная компетентность учителя
иностранного языка»

Интернет-проект«Талант. Творчество.
Дисциплина. Успех»

личностное

познавательное
развитие

коммуникативное

социальное

Интернет-проект«Талант. Творчество.
Дисциплина. Успех»
расширение
общеобразовательного
кругозора учащихся
Развитие
информационно –
коммуникационных
умений обучающихся

формирование
национальной,
гражданской и
культурной
идентичности личности

был направлен
на
Развитие
иноязычной
коммуникативной
компетенции

развитие их
личностных,
познавательных,
исследовательских
умений

подготовку к ЕГЭ

выявление талантливых
школьников, создание условий
для их творческой
самореализации

Интернет-проект«Талант.
Творчество. Дисциплина. Успех»

содержащий
библиотечку
эссе, формулу
успеха,
высказывания
знаменитых
людей

был создан
Интернетресурс на
английском
языке,

посвящённый
известным
личностям,
добившимся
успеха в своей
деятельности

Задания
сhoose a famous person, who has gained success in his profession (a
writer, an artist, a scientist, a businessman, a politician, a sportsman)
post a sticker with the information about him/her on an online board
name 5 traits of character that made him famous
find sayings, aphorisms and quotations to the words talent, creativity,
discipline, success (1 quotation for each word)
translate the sayings, aphorisms and quotations into Russian/English
imagine the life of the famous person who you have chosen as a
cluster.
state your formula of success. Give reasons for your opinion. Post your
answer in the blog of the Project in the topic “Success Formula”.
сomment on the opinions of no less than three other teams. Do you
agree with their opinions?
write an essay on the topic

Формула успеха
"Puzzle Ninjas", Kalikinskaya School. My
formula of success is "Never quit". I
think that winners don't quit. They are
sure to do possible and impossible to
succeed. If you want your dreams to
come true, you'd better not give up trying.
One more important thing is that people
should understand and feel there is
always a chance to achieve great results.

Формула успеха
Team Formula, Lyceum
№36
Our formula of success is:
50% Hard Work + 25%
Creativity + 15%
Ambition + 10% Luck =
100% Success

МБОУ СОШ № 2 г. Ворсма
TEAM "The Lighthouse"
Our formula for success is
the achievement of the
original objectives. And
our aim is to be a team, to
be able to work in a team.
To be successful means to
be creative, active,
sociable, stubborn. It's all
about us!

Формула успеха
Team: «FORWARD», МБОУ СОШ №7, г.Богородск.
We suppose that the formula of success is “talent + purposefulness
+ hard work – laziness- wasting time”.
We strongly believe that everyone is talented from birth. But
talent should be developed to achieve your aims. Purposefulness
is the start of hard work. Without it you will never achieve new
heights.
But even talent won’t be developed without strict discipline and
responsibility either. Laziness and wasting time are the most
serious enemies of success. As a rule, if you are lazy, your talent
will be buried and you will gradually lose all your abilities.
Wasting time can divert you from your aims.
In a word, if you want to be successful, you should follow the
formula: “ I want, I can, I must” .

Формула успеха
МБОУ СОШ №2 , г.Дзержинск,
команда "Stylish Band"
My formula of success consists of
special skills and knowledge.
I follow this saying “Become a master
in your deal and you will always win.”
I think, a real specialist understands
what he or she should do in this or that
situation. A master isn't afraid of
difficulties because this kind of person
is confident in his knowledge. Also, you
should be able to spend your time
wisely.
As for me, I get up early and have
enough time for doing a lot of
activities.
Thanks to all these things, I can
achieve much in my life.

"SMART girls", school 58, Arzamas.
Our formula of success is:
KNOWLEDGE + AIM + ACTION =
SUCCESS
Nothing helps success so, as thorough
knowledge what you are engaged in.
In an order to achieve anything, a
man must know what he wants to
achieve. Without the presence of the
aim a man fluently swims
downstream. It is necessary to realize
what actions will have to be
undertaken for the achievement of
this aim. We are sure everybody is
able to take its own business to logical
completion. We believe it is impossible
to obtain a success, doing nothing.

Эссе
We live in a world where a lot of people are dreaming of becoming successful. Some of
them believe if you are gifted you can receive everything in your life. Others think it is more
valuable to be disciplined or creative. Everyone has his own opinion, his own formula of success.
Can talent, creativity and discipline be the components of success? This is the question we need to
answer.
It is hard to deny that all these things are necessary if you want to succeed. Our formula
of success sounds like this: “Success is 99 per cent of work and 1 per cent of luck”. Talent is like a
brilliant which must be cut. Without cutting brilliant is ugly and useless. We are sure work is that
cutting. Only work can open the way to be happy. For instance, Margaret Thatcher used to say: “I
do not know anyone who has gotten to the top without hard work. That is the recipe. It will
not always get you to the top, but it will get you pretty near”. Talent must be developed and
cultivated; that’s done through discipline. Without discipline the appearance of talent can be
illusion. A person with discipline can develop nearly any talent or skill. Discipline is what turns
talent into success. To that extend, creativity is an integrative part of it. It is the act of turning new
and imaginative ideas into reality. If you have ideas, but don’t act on them, you are imaginative
but not creative.
However, some people believe only in natural talent. They say if a person has brilliant
genetic traits and is gifted he can get to the top without any difficulties. Because he can have
creative ideas and suggest a decision to a very complicated problem as he is more intelligent.
They are sure ordinary people have ordinary ways of thinking. No matter how hard they work.
They are not able to make great discoveries or invent something.
Our team can’t agree with this point of view. In everyday life your attitude to work,
your personality is more important. Talent is not enough to succeed. Due to his discipline and
persistence a person can overcome many difficulties, but doesn’t give up. We know a lot of
examples when a gifted child has lost his talents because of his idleness or a weak will.
All things considered, it seems to us you are not guilty if you are not gifted. If you are
disciplined and hardworking you are able to develop your talents and become creative in a field
you have chosen. You will be successful!
•

Эссе
Any person who seeks success necessarily wonders if there are any internal qualities that might stimulate
the process of reaching it. There is a variety of possibilities and those who know how to use them
properly get to prosper and talent, creativity and discipline are the essential parts of accomplishing the
goal.
Our team believes that being a man possessing these qualities and working as innovative, hard and
brilliant as nobody had ever worked you can achieve success. A great example of a successful man is
Stephen Edwin King, an American author whose incomparable talent at writing made him one of the
most recognizable men of our generation. His determination to write persuaded him on creating more
than seventy books and his creativity made these books popular among all generations of readers.
Such examples make us consider these traits as the fundamental ones for the person that is trying to
reach success
However, our opinion is not the only one. Many people think that becoming successful is all about
getting help by powerful people. From their point of view a succeeded person is the one who
prospered in the material way, the one that has everything is needed for living. Being helped by
someone is a convenient way of getting everything you want without bothering. So why would
anyone who gets everything without doing something make himself working and searching for ways
of succeeding? In our team`s opinion such way of thinking is inappropriate for those who want not
only to
become a successful person but to evolve in process. There are as many points of view on the problem
as there are people on our planet and all things considered, being a successful person is about being
also gifted, imaginative and hardworking so the success would be not only material but also mentally
comforting. Being a person successful is in the first place being pleased by how you became
successful and what you have been doing to reach it.

Эссе
Let us recall famous people. Whether it's a politician, journalist, writer - they all form a shape of the era, they are being given,
they are learning. These people definitely can be called successful. Each of them had their own way, but the components
of success are unchanged: talent, creativity and discipline. Each of these factors to some extent contribute to the
formation of a successful person, but is it really?
Not everyone is familiar with Russian TV UK, but every citizen of the United Kingdom must have heard about the amazing
master of his craft - James Oliver. Jamie famous chef in their homeland, he became known as a talented cook, and as the
founder of the charitable restaurants, which serves only healthy food. Jamie actively promoted on television a healthy
lifestyle, nutrition and obesity.
Jamie was born in the countryside. His parents opened a restaurant where little Oliver learned the basics of culinary affairs.
Jamie studied at several schools, both in school and in college, where he acquired a lot of skills. Oliver has participated
in many cooking shows on British television, where he became famous for his outstanding and yet simple dishes. He
achieved such success thanks to his talent, will, experimentation and discipline.
But many do not support this view. Some people believe that successful born, that is a gift, inherited from God. Others follow
the belief that a successful person "was the right time in the right place" that the fate of the people is a series of random
events, and everyone can be on-site to a famous person.
We do not share this view and believe that success is primarily the work of the individual, rather than external factors. Look
at Jamie Oliver - the son of a restaurant owner in rural areas has become a world-famous cuisine. Tremendous way to
success was Jamie, before becoming famous. Therefore, the success is the talent, creativity and discipline, and only then
randomness and other factors.
Each person chooses a way of life, and everyone along the way encountering difficulties, but understand that only their own
labor and patience, you can achieve the goal.

Talent, creativity and discipline as integrative parts of success.
Men and women all around the world, doesn't matter renowned or not, strive constantly for success.
Do all people use the same means? It is considered that a complex of abilities, self organization and
creativeness guarantees achieving goals. However, some people suppose only genius defines our future.
We strongly believe that talent, creativity and discipline are major concepts if we think about
success. To begin with, talent shows us the right way to go. It helps overcome insurmountable obstacles.
The second integral part is creativity, an eternal source of satisfaction. It means ability to take risks, make
mistakes, to have fun. And the last but not the least is discipline which is a guarantee against
procrastination and waste of efforts. C. Chaplin, a comic genius of the silent film era sets us an example.
Charlie inherited his abilities to perform from his mother. He appeared on stage at the age of 5 and stayed
true to his calling. Chaplin’s striving for perfection and discipline were to be amazed. The great actor
knew unless he would banish self-doubt, the only thing he would ever be able to do was to boast
meaninglessly about his personal qualities. He created a funny and touching character, a gentleman tramp
that sleeps under the stars and became an iconic figure.
(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3CIYR5qduWA)
However some people believe, if God gives talent, it will lead certainly to goals. Genius doesn’t
require any practice. For instance, Chaplin’s parents were both music actors, so the boy was doomed to
be a success.
We don’t share this opinion. Chaplin’s childhood was defined by poverty and hardship. His mother
was committed to a mental asylum, father died two years later. Chaplin didn’t bury his talent. Thanks to
ability to work hard at the age of 26 he became the highest paid actor in the world.
We have to conclude that the formula of success works. The three mentioned qualities form a ring
of success, but discipline is just one to rule them all. We’d like to add a strong wish, as it was once said,
“When you want to succeed as bad as you want to breathe, then you will be successful.”

Отзывы
«Браво авторам идеи проекта! Даже немного
жаль, что всё закончилось. Как учитель
английского языка высоко оцениваю идею в
плане подготовки к ЕГЭ (написание
сочинения с выражением собственного
мнения). Да и то, что мы получили
возможность поработать с новыми (для нас)
сетевыми сервисами, тоже весьма полезно»
И. В. Градова.

Отзывы
«Большое спасибо организаторам проекта за
разнообразные и интересные задания. Мы
очень многому научились, работая над ними.
Открыли для себя новые возможности ИКТ,
освоили новые программы. Трудно
переоценить познавательную и
воспитательную роль проекта. Ждём от вас
очередных заданий, возможно, и для более
младшего возраста»
И.Лапшина

Отзывы
«Спасибо за проект!!! Я
учитель истории,
помогала ребятам с
технической стороной
проекта, но обнаружила
интересный для себя
ресурс по постройке
кластера, схем, буду
использовать в
дальнейшей работе»
С.Утина

«Большое спасибо авторам
проекта за новую, креативную
возможность воспитания
командного духа наших
учеников! Было интересно
наблюдать за тем, как ребята
подбирали материал, спорили,
предлагали свои идеи,
делились впечатлениями...
Уверена, моим
одиннадцатиклассникам
работа в проекте пошла на
пользу»
Дягилева Ирина

Thank you for your attention!
Good luck in creating your formula of
success in teaching foreign languages and
achieving goals of personal
enhancement!!!

